Sylvia Wetzel Heart of the Lotus - Introduction
You've picked up this book because you are curious about the title or because you
already know something about Buddhism: perhaps you've read one of Thich Nhat
Hanh's books on buddhist meditation or you've seen the Dalai Lama or the
German-American nun Ayya Khema on television. Perhaps you've seen a film on
Tibet or spent your last vacation in Thailand or Sri Lanka. Perhaps a friend
recommended this book to you. You may also be wondering why a modern woman
should concern herself at all with a strange medieval religion which, like
Christianity, has been passed down, administered and interpreted by men? Or you
want to know how an insider woman sees Buddhism?
I encountered Tibetan Buddhism in northern India in 1977. Since then, the
teachings of the Buddha have remained the great inspiration of my life. My heart
is moved by the teachings on love and compassion, and the clear instructions
challenge my intellect to its limits. Meditation practice allows me to discover new
levels of perception and shows me the limits of our conceptual view of the world.
The encounter with the Green Tara, a Buddha figure of the Indian and Tibetan
tradition, gives me courage as a woman to go the path to awakening which
Buddhism describes.
The subtitle "Women and Buddhism" was chosen purposefully. This book does not
give an overview of the role of women in Buddhism. Instead, it is a protocol of the
encounter of a contemporary woman with the Buddha's teachings. With my
questions about the meaning and the place of women in Buddhism I have read
the teachings "against the grain" and found some preliminary answers and many
further questions. Bringing the "thoughts and experiences of women" (Luce
Irigaray) to Buddhism is a long process. I would like to challenge women (and
men) in the West to take their questions about Buddhism seriously, to move them
in their hearts and bring them to buddhist teachers from the East and West. That
does not damage Buddhism. It keeps it alive.
Asian men and women of every generation and culture have rediscovered the
teachings over two and a half thousand years. Simply following the tradition as
passed down is not enough. A saying in the Tibetan tradition is "if the students
are not better than the teacher, the tradition dies." For that reason, women and
men in the West must study and practice the teachings "from the bottoms of their
hearts and with all their power" so that a form of Buddhism can arise which reflects
the conditions of our time and culture.
It is not easy to rediscover a religion over and over again. We can be successful
if we try to rediscover Buddhism in the Asian traditions. To create a Western, an
American or a European Buddhism in which women can find themselves, is a tightrope walk. Without enough clarity and depth, the teachings become banal or

watered down or stuck in rigid traditional forms. We can only find the middle path
by exploring the extremes on either side, and in order to do that we need courage
and trust, much knowledge and deep experiences in meditation. We also need to
understand our Western culture, to maintain contact with experienced traditional
teachers and a continuous exchange with practitioners and teachers of the
different traditions in the West. A western Buddhism for men and women cannot
be thought out around a coffee table or constructed "from the gut."
People who try something new are by nature heretics, and they make mistakes.
They are, justifiably, (page 11)viewed by the established traditions with mistrust
- we only know afterwards whether we have applied the teachings to our time and
culture or whether we have simply watered them down and conformed them to
contemporary tastes. With the ideas or theses and practices in this book I would
like to encourage women and men in the West to come into contact with the
teachings and practices of Buddha and to examine them with their hearts.
The women have a double-task: We must search for a timely form for old
teachings, and many Western and Asian men work with us on this task. We must
also view a patriarchal religion critically, "with the eyes of a woman." In the first
two parts of this book, the central teachings and practices of Buddhism are
presented and there are descriptions of some of the situations in which we can be
misled if we fail to consider our cultural background and our gender. The third
part takes up typical questions which contemporary women have about the
teachings and interprets the teachings, with the help of these questions, "against
the grain." A fantasy trip into a Buddhist world dominated by women sharpens our
awareness of the extent of male dominance in Buddhism and of the consequences
for teachers and practitioners. The fourth part present the first practical result:
theses and exercises which can support women along the path into inner and outer
freedom. We still have much work to do before Buddhist teachings have been
worked through in terms of gender issues and Western culture.
To approach this book: You can either first read the chapters which interest you
particularly or read the book through chapter for chapter. Every chapter is
connected with the others on many levels. There are many repetitions. This cannot
and should not be avoided. They are part of the living tradition and are also useful.
The basic statements in the teachings are connected to each other in many ways,
and we approach them over and over again with different questions. Buddha did
not teach a finished system. Instead, he answered the (page 12)questions of his
contemporaries and chose the style and the symbols which were appropriate to
them. These spontaneous instructions were then passed down in an oral tradition
for several hundred years before they were put into writing shortly before the turn
of the millennium. These are the Buddha's teachings, upon which all later
interpretations and commentaries are based. Their structure can only be grasped
after approaching them intensively, both intellectually and in meditation. Without

personal experience with the contents of the teachings, the central statements
can only be superficially grasped and are like a skeleton - without flesh and blood.
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